
 

Dear Parishioners, 

Our Catholic faith has a lot of traditions that have arisen in the last 2,000 years. Some of these traditions possess 

a capital “T” which places them as part of the teaching authority of the Church granted by God to guide you and me 

on the path to the fullness of heaven. 

Some of these are the Canon of Scripture, belief in the True Presence of Jesus in the Eucharist, the Immaculate 

Conception, primacy of the Pope, validity of Matrimony and the many dogmas and doctrines handed down to you 

and me. These big “T” Traditions have staying power and are central to our faith. 

More common are small “t” traditions which have arisen over the centuries. Some of these traditions include   

our liturgical colors used at Mass. Different parts of our Catholic family from various parts of the world use different 

traditions than us in the west — not good or bad but different. The Eastern rites of the Church do things differently 

with the “t” traditions but are in union on the big “T” Traditions, thanks be to God. 

Many of the small “t” traditions, while not theologically demanded, are near and dear to our hearts. Some are 

ethnic in origin but still practiced by many, including St. Joseph Altars, baking special bread during Easter, white 

dresses and suits for first communion, expensive wedding dresses, and Quinceañeras.  

Small “t” traditions include crossing ourselves with holy water when entering church, having small holy water 

holders in the rooms of your house, praying the rosary, communion on the tongue, genuflecting, Roman collar, 

priests’ cassocks, the pope wearing white, etc. There are litanies, versions of the rosary, novenas, etc. that have     

developed over the centuries.  

 Other small “t” traditions include the many devotions of the saints. I recently became aware of the Fourteen  

Holy Helpers. It or iginated dur ing the Black Plague and called upon these saints to help people cope with that 

epidemic — (1) St. George invoked for  protection for  domestic animals and against herpetic diseases  // (2)     

St. Blaise invoked against diseases of the throat  // (3) St. Timothy invoked against diseases of the stomach and 

intestine, protection for domestic animals and patron of sailors //(4) St. Pantaleon  invoked against consumption,   

protection for domestic animals and patron of physicians and midwives //(5) St. Vitus invoked in epilepsy, chorea 

("St. Vitus' dance"), lethargy, and the bites of poisonous or mad animals and against storms // (6) St. Christopher   

invoked against the plague and sudden death, patron of travelers, especially motorists // (7) St. Denis invoked against 

diabolical possession and headaches // (8) St. Cyriacus Invoked against diseases of the eye and diabolical possession 

// (9) St. Acathius invoked against headaches and at the time of death's agony // (10) St. Eustace invoked 

against fire — temporal and eternal // (11) St. Giles Invoked against the plague, panic, epilepsy, madness, and    

nightmares and for a good confession // (12) St. Margaret of Antioch invoked against backache. Patron for women   

in childbirth // (13) St. Catherine of Alexandria invoked against diseases of the tongue, protection against a sudden 

and unprovided death. Patroness of Christian philosophers, of maidens, preachers, wheelwrights, and mechanics //  

(14) St. Barbara invoked against fever , lightning, fire and sudden death and patron of builders, ar tillerymen 

and miners. Who knew? 

I expect we will see new, small “t”, traditions as our Church continues to develop. Our Catholic faith is organic 

(always growing), sensitive to the cultures encountered, treasuring the past, while staying strong in her faith in Jesus 

the Lord and LOVE’s revelation. This grace of growing in faith and worship is a source of tension — hold on to this, 

let that go, this is better than that, etc. Thanks be to God that for the vast majority of these small “t” traditions we get 

them right.  

*************************  

Please take a few minutes to read paragraphs 2238 – 2243 on the duties of citizens. We Catholics can elect our 

legislators, judges, law enforcement, education, etc. on the local level and legislators and president of our nation.      

The virtue of patriotism requires we actively participate in the process.  

We MUST also bring our Catholic values into the voting booth — my first allegiance is to God, my second to 

my faith and then comes family, country, etc. When I try to rearrange the order, I do an injustice to my family, my 

country and even God. Our nation needs us to be engaged in the direction of our civic life.  
  
Pace – bene, 
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